HIV Hospital Admissions Attributable to Specific Opportunistic Infections and Factors Associated with Them at a Botswana Referral Hospital
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Abstract

Hospital admissions among people living with HIV (PLWH) in Botswana are high. Opportunistic infections (OIs) are responsible for most of these admissions. Although leading OIs causing these admissions have been identified in the region, their correlates are poorly understood. This study aimed to: 1) evaluate major OIs responsible for admissions among HIV patients at Princess Marina Hospital (PMH) in Botswana; 2) estimate the proportion and identify the most frequent admissions attributable to specific OIs; 3) characterize major correlates of admissions attributable to each specific OIs and identify populations most at risk as a base for effective policy and resource orientation. HIV infected patients were randomly selected from hospital record lists. Biomedical, sociodemographic and economic data were collected from the records and from face-to-face patient interviews and analyzed. Tuberculosis was the most important OI responsible for 234.6 per 1000 HIV admissions. Cryptococcal meningitis accounted for 162.0 per 1000 admissions. Patients with a CD4-cell count < 350/µL and males were more likely to be admitted for both tuberculosis and cryptococcal meningitis compared to those with a CD4-cell count > 350/µL and females. The risk of admission due to cryptococcal meningitis was also high among patients with low socioeconomic status (SES). Females were more at risk for Cryptosporidium, Bacterial pneumonia (BP), Pneumocystis Carinii Pneumonia (PCP), Herpes and candidiasis-specific admissions than male and, patients not on co-trimoxazole were more likely to be admitted than those on co-trimoxazole.

Comprehensive implementation strategies to address OIs among PLWH are needed. To be effective, such strategies should address not only biomedical factors but should also focus on PLWH’s SES.
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1. Introduction
The challenge of controlling and preventing opportunistic infections (OIs) among people living with HIV (PLWH) is brought about by numerous factors. Some of these factors are biomedical like CD4-cell count, case management algorithms e.g. combination antiretroviral therapy (cART) regimen and adherence. Likewise, factors triggering hospital admission for OIs vary widely and may relate to: 1) patients’ underlying health conditions e.g. kidney failure, diabetes, hypertension; 2) geographical location; 3) living conditions e.g. poverty; 4) socio-demographic factors e.g. age and gender; and 5) behavioral characteristics e.g. alcoholism and substance abuse. All these factors and their interactions need to be well studied and be understood to better comprehend circumstances that prompt OI hospital admissions in PLWH [1]. Such information could help in the designing of effective programs to control and prevent morbidity due to OIs among PLWH.

Given the existing variability in factors associated with OIs [2]-[4], the burden or proportion of specific types of the OIs responsible for hospital admissions also need to be elucidated at country or regional levels. In the Americas, for instance, pneumococcal carinii pneumonia (PCP) is listed as the predominant OI among HIV admissions [3]-[6]. Yet in some African and other low income countries cryptococcal meningitis has been cited as the major OI among HIV patients [3]-[6]. Research works from Asia on the other hand identified oroesophageal candidiasis as the most common OI associated with almost 60% of hospital admissions due to PCP [7]. This setting had 47% of AIDS patients co-infected with cryptosporidium but only 7% of admissions due to PCP [7]. These differences not only support regional variability of major OIs among PLWH, but also point to the impact of environmental and general living conditions such as consumption of unsafe drinking water. These figures show that there is a pressing need for suitable approaches in clinical management, prevention and control of HIV-related OIs at regional and country levels. Each region or country needs to know the factors associated with specific OIs causing admissions among her PLWH so as to inform interventions.

Unfortunately, decades after launching HIV intervention programs in Southern Africa, this kind of information is still missing in many countries including Botswana. In these African settings, the burden of OIs among HIV patients is presumably high [8]. A recent study conducted by Thato Tlhakanelo and co-workers has showed that 520 per 1000 admissions of PLWH at a local referral hospital in Gaborone were attributable to OIs namely tuberculosis, cryptococcal meningitis, cryptosporidium, bacterial pneumonia, PCP, herpes and candidiasis [8]. The study did not, however, attempt to investigate correlates of each of these specific OI-related admissions. Such an attempt would be of interest not only to Botswana where 19.3% of the population live with HIV and clinically featured by various types of OIs, but also to the entire region in designing suitable control and prevention strategies for OIs. Ministries of health, stakeholders and health organizations certainly need this information to adjust their policies and priorities accordingly.

We therefore aim in this work: 1) to estimate the proportion of admissions attributable to specific OIs among PLWH and identify the most frequent ones; 2) to characterize major correlates of admission attributable to each specific OI; and 3) identify groups of PLWH most at risk. The findings of the study will be used to inform effective policy and decision-making to improve the quality of life of PLWH.

2. Methods
2.1. Study Design
Details on the study design, site and methodology are as outlined by Tlhakanelo and co-workers [8]. In summary, this was a cross-sectional study conducted at Princess Marina Hospital (PMH), the main referral hospital in
Botswana. The hospital is the busiest in the country with a bed capacity of 567 and staffed by 200 doctors and over 400 registered nurses.

2.2. Sample Size and Sampling Method

The sample size was estimated to be 185 participants following the approach used by Arya and colleagues for sample size estimation in prevalence studies [9]. HIV positive in-patients were identified from hospital admission lists every other day. The lists were used as the sampling frame from which study participants were selected using computer-generated random numbers. Selected numbers falling to HIV-negative patients or to those with an unknown HIV status were replaced by new numbers so as to enroll only HIV-infected patients in the study. The data collection process lasted 12 weeks from April to June 2014. Prospective participants were approached in the hospital wards and written consent to participate in the study was obtained from each participant. Participants’ medical records were then reviewed and biomedical and socio-demographic data were collected. Face-to-face interviews with patients were conducted and further socio-demographic and economic data missing from their records were collected. Patients aged less than 18 years of age were excluded from the study. Also excluded from the study were pregnant women, patients admitted in the high dependency cubicles as they were considered severely ill, HIV-negative patients or those with unknown HIV status and patients in private wards. To ensure high quality of data and reduce biases, data collectors were trained and pre-tested as well as the data collecting tool. Necessary amendments were made in the instrument and the best data collectors selected for the study. In addition regular supervision of data collection was carried out by the study coordination team.

2.3. Data Analysis

Data were entered into the computer using Microsoft Excel (Redmond, WA). The dataset was then imported into IBM SPSS version 21 (Chicago, IL) which was used for analysis. Frequency distributions (%) of patients’ by age group, gender and cause of admission were computed. Proportions of admissions attributable to aggregated OIs were obtained by computing the number of aggregated admissions due to any form of OIs over the total HIV-admission times 1000. The proportion of admissions attributable to specific OIs among HIV patients were estimated by computing the number of all cases of admissions due specifically to: 1) tuberculosis; 2) cryptococcal meningitis; 3) cryptosporidium, bacterial pneumonia, PCP, herpes and candidiasis over the total HIV-admissions times 1000 and comparisons between groups were made.

Crude associations of admissions attributable to each specific OI with participants’ biomedical, socio-demographic and economic characteristics were investigated through bivariate analyses and unadjusted odds ratios (UOR) and their 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were estimated. All potential correlates of OIs admissions were further investigated in logistic regression sub-models. Adjusted odds ratios (AOR) and their 95% CIs were computed for every factor retained in main sub-models. Variance inflation factor diagnostic was performed for redundancy and multicollinearity of covariates. How well the model fitted with the data was estimated using the Hosmer-Lemeshow test of goodness-of-fit. The level of significance in the main sub-models was set at p < 0.05. Comparisons among sub-groups were made using Chi-square analysis with Fisher exact test.

Ethical clearance was obtained from the Office of Research and Development of the University of Botswana and the Ministry of Health. Permission to review patients’ records was sought from PMH’s Institutional Review Board. Before the interview and record review, each prospective participant was asked for a signed informed consent. To ensure confidentiality, a number was assigned to every participant in lieu of patients’ names or any other direct identifier.

3. Results

In total, 179 HIV-positive patients gave their consent and participated in this study making a response rate of 96.8%. Of these participants, 82 (45.8%) were males and 97 (54.2%) were females. The mean age (±SE) was 38.2 (±0.9) years. The youngest patient was 18 years old while the oldest was 67 years old. Seven specific OIs were identified as major causes of admissions among HIV patients namely tuberculosis, cryptococcal meningitis, cryptosporidium, bacterial pneumonia, PCP, herpes and candidiasis. The seven OIs all together were responsible for 520 per 1000 HIV admissions at PMH. Of these, tuberculosis was the most frequent with 234.6 per 1000 HIV admissions, cryptococcal meningitis was responsible for 162.0 per 1000 HIV admissions and cryptosporidium...
dium, bacterial pneumonia, PCP, herpes and candidiasis were together responsible for 67.1 per 1000 HIV admissions.

Patients’ biomedical, socio-demographic and economic characteristics are presented elsewhere [8]. Results presented in Table 1 for sub-model A for tuberculosis indicate that HIV patients with CD4-cell count less than 350/µL were 3.25 times more at risk for admission with tuberculosis than those who had a CD4-cell count greater than 350/µL (AOR 3.20; 95% CI 1.49 - 7.08). Female patients were 38% less likely to be admitted for tuberculosis compared to male patients (AOR 0.38; 95% CI 0.18 - 0.79). Sub-model B in Table 2 for cryptococcal meningitis shows almost the same pattern as in Table 1 with the only difference being that the socio-economic status (SES) of the patients entered in this sub-model as the most important correlate of hospital admission for cryptococcal meningitis. Participants in the low SES category had 4.28 times the risk of being admitted for cryptococcal meningitis compared to participants in the middle SES category (AOR 4.28; 95% CI 1.61 - 11.3).

Only two variables entered the sub-model C for cryptosporidium, bacterial pneumonia, PCP, herpes and candidiasis-specific admissions in Table 3. Those who were not on co-trimoxazole had 3.37 times the risk of being admitted to hospital compared to those who were on co-trimoxazole (AOR 3.37; 95% CI 1.21 - 9.39). Female patients had 3.30 times the risk of being admitted compared to male patients (AOR 3.30; 95% CI 1.18 - 9.21).

4. Discussion

For the first time in Botswana, we are reporting reasons why HIV patients are still being admitted to hospital for specific OIs despite implementation of free cART program for nearly a decade and half. Besides specific major

| Table 1. Sub-model A*: Factors independently associated with admission for tuberculosis among people living with HIV at Princess Marina Hospital in Botswana in 2014. Dependent variable: tuberculosis-specific admissions (N = 179). |
|-------------------|----------------|----------------|--------|--------|----------------|----------------|
| Independent variables | Proportion % | Unadjusted | Adjusted |        |
| CD4-cell count | | | | |
| CD4 < 350/µL | 52.5 | 3.31a | 1.54 - 7.11 | 3.25a | 1.49 - 7.08 |
| CD4 > 350/µL | 47.5 | 1 | - | 1 | - |
| Gender | | | | |
| Female | 54.2 | 0.37a | 0.18 - 0.76 | 0.38a | 0.18 - 0.79 |
| Male | 45.8 | 1 | - | 1 | - |

* p < 0.05; Hosmer-Lemeshow test of goodness-of-fit; *p = 0.30; OR = odds ratio; CI = confidence interval.

| Table 2. Sub-model B*: Factors independently associated with admission for cryptococcal meningitis among people living with HIV at Princess Marina Hospital in Botswana in 2014. Dependent variable: cryptococcal meningitis-specific admissions (N = 179). |
|-------------------|----------------|----------------|--------|--------|----------------|----------------|
| Independent variables | Proportion % | Unadjusted | Adjusted |        |
| CD4-cell count | | | | |
| CD4 < 350/µL | 52.5 | 2.76a | 1.15 - 6.64 | 3.20a | 1.25 - 8.06 |
| CD4 > 350/µL | 47.5 | 1 | - | 1 | - |
| Gender | | | | |
| Female | 54.2 | 0.38a | 0.16 - 0.87 | 0.42a | 0.18 - 0.90 |
| Male | 45.8 | 1 | - | 1 | - |
| SES | | | | |
| Low SES | 84.4 | 0.26a | 0.10 - 0.64 | 4.28a | 1.61 - 11.3 |
| Middle SES | 15.6 | 1 | - | 1 | - |

* p < 0.05; Hosmer-Lemeshow test of goodness of fit; *p = 0.24; OR = odds ratio; CI = confidence interval; SES = socio-economic status.
OIs that lead to admission of PLWH at PMH as reported by Tlhakanelo and co-workers [8], we investigated biomedical, socio-demographic and economic correlates of these admissions. Our findings were that: 1) seven OIs namely tuberculosis, cryptococcal meningitis, cryptosporidium, bacterial pneumonia, PCP, herpes and candidiasis were the major contributors to the 520 per 1000 HIV admissions at PMH between April and June 2014; 2) tuberculosis was the most frequent form of OI followed by cryptococcal meningitis, cryptosporidium, bacterial pneumonia, PCP, herpes and candidiasis; 3) patients with a CD4-cell count less than 350/µL had a greater risk of admission for tuberculosis and cryptococcal meningitis compared to patients with a CD4-cell count greater than 350/µL; 4) while female HIV patients were less likely to be admitted for tuberculosis and cryptococcal meningitis compared to males, they were more likely to be admitted than males for cryptosporidium, bacterial pneumonia, PCP, herpes and candidiasis when aggregated; 5) patients not on co-trimoxazole prophylaxis were more at risk of OI admission in this aggregated sub-model compared to patients on co-trimoxazole; and 6) patients with lower SES category were more likely to be admitted for cryptococcal meningitis than patients with middle SES category.

This study has provided evidence that programs aiming at controlling and preventing morbidities among PLWH in the region should primarily focus on OIs particularly tuberculosis, cryptococcal meningitis, cryptosporidium, bacterial pneumonia, PCP, herpes and candidiasis to be effective. Though studies around the world have highlighted various types of OIs as causes of admission among PLWH, their results are compatible with their local context. Results from this study are significant because they are specific to the Botswana context. Of more interest is that all these studies support findings that the CD4-cell count less than 350/µL as a critical correlate of OI-related admissions among PLWH [10]-[12].

It is known that there are some differences between women and men with respect to OIs occurrence. Men for instance are more likely to develop Kaposi’s sarcoma compared to women [13] [14]. Cryptococcal meningitis was also found to be more predominant in men than in women [15]. Conversely, women were found more likely to develop herpes infections than men [16]. This explains why in sub-model A and B, whereby the dependent variables were tuberculosis and cryptococcus, women were less likely to be admitted than men, while in the sub-model C where bacterial pneumonia and herpes are major OIs within the aggregated dependent variable, women are more likely to be admitted than men.

Of even more interest in this work is the association documented between low SES HIV patients and admission due to cryptococcal meningitis. This was unexpected because the Government of Botswana and partners have made HIV management and care including access to cART free for all eligible Batswana irrespective of their SES. In other words, both the rich and poor have equal access to life-saving cART. So the reason why the low SES group is more at risk than the middle SES group remains puzzling. Research works from the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), however, showed similar outcomes [17] [18]. Low SES patients were more at risk of HIV-related morbidity and mortality than high SES patients in DRC yet the Global Fund to fight AIDS, TB and Malaria (GFATM) has made access to cART, HIV management and care free there just as it is in Botswana [17]. The authors concluded from their findings that though the impact of health programs greatly depended on fund availability and sustainability, other factors such as the SES also needed to be addressed to alle-
violate this difference. SES is a three dimensional factor (education, occupation and income) and the answer might lie in any of these dimensions. Further studies are recommended to address the problem.

The fact that these data are from one single hospital setting, PMH, was discussed as a possible limiting factor in our previous work [8]. Another limitation might be the absence of high SES patients in this study population. However, the significant difference in the outcome between low SES and middle SES groups may suggest that this difference would have been even greater between low SES and high SES groups. Based on this, it is doubtful that factors other than those discussed herein explain these results.

In short, outstanding findings in this study were that: 1) tuberculosis was the most important OIs that led to 234.6 per 1000 HIV admissions at PMH, patients with a CD4-cell count less than 350/µL and male patients were more likely to be admitted for tuberculosis than patients with a CD4-cell count greater than 350/µL CD4 and female patients; 2) cryptococcal meningitis led to 162.0 per 1000 HIV admissions at PMH, again patients with a CD4-cell count less than 350/µL and males were more likely to be admitted for cryptococcosis compared to those with a CD4-cell count greater than 350/µL CD4 and their female counterparts. Low SES patients were more likely to be admitted than middle SES patients; 3) cryptosporidium, bacterial pneumonia, PCP, herpes, and candidiasis were together responsible for 67.1 per 1000 HIV admissions at PMH, the risk of such admissions were high among patients who were not on co-trimoxazole and among female patients.

5. Conclusion

These results are suggestive of the need for comprehensive health strategies to address the burden of OIs among PLWH. To be effective such strategies should not only address biomedical factors of specific disease entities like tuberculosis, cryptococcal meningitis, cryptosporidium, bacterial pneumonia, PCP, herpes, candidiasis, CD4-cell count, cART, gender, prophylactic treatment, etc. but should also focus on PLWH’s SES as a determinant of this population’s health.
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